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I close my eyes and watch the galaxy turning (PART I + II)
2 Does anything remain? (PART III + IV)
3 In my memories
4 the Stars
5 On some faraway beach
6 All of the things i wanted
7 To touch the milky way
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Return To the Dreamtime – 30 years deeper
Day and night for several months leading up to the February 2018 Return To The
Dreamtime premier concert weekend I traveled deep into the essence of where this
music lives in my being. Initiated by the process of immersing in the 30th-year
remastering of Dreamtime Return, this inspired the desire to expand upon and
present this music live for the first time since the early 90’s.
The pragmatic work began with excavating the archived sounds, samples,
and location recordings I created for this project in 1987/88. The sources were still
cataloged and stored in my studio, having traveled with me though many moves
and different Timeroom locations over the years.
All of the essential sounds and samples were still in working order on 512 kb floppy disks
and 80s-era hard drives for the Emu samplers. The original analog synth patches have
continuously lived in my Oberheim Xpander as well. The technical side was just one
part of the process in the reconnection to this pivotal time.
The live-in-a-studio-like environment of Solar Culture’s Galactic Center was essential
in this recording; the energy of the packed in-house audience combined with the
worldwide listeners tuning into SomaFM’s live broadcast supercharged the
atmosphere of the space and momentum into this moment.
As these portals to the Dreamtime experience were opened, memories
and tactile sensations of my time in Australia along with the epiphanies
from then into now flooded my creative consciousness, placing me directly
into this realm of a return within the Return.
Steve Roach
June 2018
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I close my eyes and watch the galaxy turning

i awaken through the clatter of history
my armor falls around me
aware, my eyes open
Does anything remain?
i’ve been here before
i don’t know, i just don’t know, does anything remain?
ashes floating in the air
something not worn away by all the battles
looking up into the same constellations we saw last time
can i trust again? can i even trust myself?
the same complicated wreckage of our lives
i haven’t left the house in days, calling in sick with spirits watching over me
another spin of the universal wheel
drinking alone, i’m thinking you’ll abandon me when you keep finding me like this,
i land in another cycle: observer, victim, and perpetrator
of course i can stop, i promised i’ll stop
repeating my mistakes, again, again, again
why don’t you hold me and talk anymore? why are you shouting?
i’m a brutal man raging at a boy shivering in the dirt
every word a lifetime, a lifetime, a lifetime
or holding a young pilot dying on a beach
i wish i could take back those angry words, i really only wanted to tell you i loved you
if only i hadn’t been too late
does anything remain through all the mistakes and all the wasted years, i try to forget myself
if only i hadn’t been too late
every so often when i awaken i see your face
In my memories
in this incarnation we don’t hurt each other
you’re twenty-three again, in my backyard
cherish this beauty, too soon it will be ash
laughing by the pool, diving underwater
then i speak, but discord steps in
you come up and smile at me, in my memories
i recall this is when i always leave
what if we could go back there, and i could hold you?
spin the wheel once more, watch the galaxy turning
what if it was that summer again, and it felt like it was real?
the cycle begins upon itself
so damn real! i taste your kisses
one cycle closer to understanding
the water on your lips, you’re drippin’ all over my feet again
i close my eyes and try to remember
maybe we’d stay there, and maybe we’d never come back
i close my eyes, watch the galaxy turning, and i forget
maybe we’d always be there
maybe i’m there, and i want to be trapped in my memories
maybe i’m lost, beneath the planks
or that time in the cabin, or slithering naked across a thousand blades

the Stars

All of the things I wanted

all of the things i wanted, all of the things i could be
forever and ever beyond my grasp, slips away from me
and oh, i lived in my obscurity
and oh, i lived in my obscurity
believing, is not the same as being alive
and living, is never the same when you’re living a lie
hold me tight in a warm embrace, reveal my deception
just a coward cowering behind his fears, prepared for my destruction
and hold me tight in a withering fire, burn my disguise
i’m losing at a life that i have not lived, defeated in my victory
i think i once felt a moment of passion, i think i’d like to feel alive
joy, hate, sex, thirst, longing, pain, passion, i think i want to feel alive

nothing to stop me from drowning in hopelessness
except for another, except for another, except for another love
another chance to get it right, another chance to feel alive
you walk through the door, snow in your hair, tears in my eyes
he says he doesn’t understand why i take life so hard
always another, always another, always another doubt
another chance i’ll let you down, these overwhelming feelings around
i look up from the kitchen table, i try to smile
he says,“all of this makes you who you are
i love you like you love the stars:
so far away, so brilliantly beaming
your luminosity enlightens my dreams.”

To touch the milky way

with these hands, i reach for the stars, the stars above you
another lifetime, another battlefield, i reach to touch the milky way above you
if only i hadn’t been too late, if only, if only, if only i’d arrived
i lost my friends there. i hope we go somewhere when we die, what are we if not eternal?
why do we fight, and love and die? on my back in the dust with my eyes on the wheel of the milky way
so the infinite can know itself. we are awake for the infinite to know itself
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we escape into dreams
to keep reality away
all of this makes us what we are
i love you like i love the stars
we’re imperfect but that’s ok
we are imperfect in every way
i love you like i love the stars
i love the stars

On some faraway beach

in my room alone with my fears taking me
thoughts of losing you wash right over me
smelling your skin i’d smile, losing you, losing you
touching your hand made it all ok for another day
i walk into the sparkling water on some faraway beach
i dream of holding your hands again, i rush underwater to be forgotten
and fear brought me closer to you, closer
and fear brought us closer, closer
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and losing you, and drifting out to sea
and losing you, i’m lost

